This paper investigated buckling phenomena of the spine induced by the growth of vertebral bodies that have potential to cause idiopathic scoliosis. In the previous study, we presented a hypothesis that idiopathic scoliosis is a buckling phenomena induced by the growth of vertebral bodies based on the similarity of the clinical single and doublemajor curves with the results of the fourth and sixth buckling modes, respectively, as analyzed by the finite-elements method using linear buckling theory. However, this theory is valid for infinitesimal deformation and is not applicable to estimation of stability for post-buckling behavior. In this study, we developed a program to analyze deformation histories caused by the growth of vertebral bodies considering the geometrical nonlinearity and investigated buckling phenomena. We assumed that growth represents generation of non-elastic bulk strain. To exclude modes correctable by posture change, we considered constraints at the cervical spine. Using the developed program, we analyzed deformation histories induced by the growth of vertebral bodies and obtained deformation histories including buckling phenomena with side-bending modes similar to clinical curves. However, the magnitudes of deformations were in the sub-millimeter order that is too small for the etiology of idiopathic scoliosis by itself. Based on the results, we suggested that participation of other phenomena, such as bone remodeling caused by the stresses at the side-bending deformations, will be necessary.
Introduction
Idiopathic scoliosis remains as a disorder of unknown etiology (1) . The features of idiopathic scoliosis comprise spinal irregularity with lateral curvatures together with rotation without any marked abnormality of the vertebrae or associated musculoskeletal condition.
Since almost all cases of the disorder appear during adolescence, particularly during growth spurts, growth has been recognized as associated with the etiology of idiopathic scoliosis in some way. Many researchers have proposed various hypotheses on the etiology. Genetic factors have been suggested to play an important role in the etiology of idiopathic scoliosis, but no involved genes have yet been identified (1) . In terms of physiological factors, attention has been paid to melatonin (2) , (3) , but no mechanism associated with bending has been demonstrated.
From the perspective that the spine has a mechanical function to maintain the form of the body, we can consider that some mechanical phenomena exist to bend the mechanical structure. Investigation of the etiology in terms of mechanical aspects offers the possibility of combining genetic and physiological factors in the disorder, and provides a foundation upon which to form basic models for predicting natural histories of patients and estimating treatment outcomes. Vol.3, No.3, 2008 With respect to the mechanical etiology of idiopathic scoliosis, a large number of hypotheses and physical models have been presented. From the perspective of mechanical phenomena, we can classify these concepts into two types: that growth itself is asymmetrical; or that buckling is induced by symmetrical growth of the vertebral bodies (buckling hypothesis).
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For the hypothesis of asymmetrical growth, Stokes et al. (4) developed a rat-tail model to investigate the hypothesis that vertebral wedging during growth in progressive spinal deformities results from asymmetric loading in a vicious cycle and showed that vertebral growth is modulated by loading, according to the Hueter-Volkmann law. However, no mechanism to generate such loading has been identified. For the buckling hypothesis, the authors reviewed the literature and investigated the buckling phenomenon induced by the growth of vertebral bodies (5) , (6) . We paid attention to remarks on flattening of the thoracic spine during growth spurt. The importance of lordosis in the thoracic region was pointed out by Adams (7) in 1865. Dickson et al (8) - (10) identified the trigger of rotational instability as median plane asymmetry, which means flattening or reversal of the normal thoracic kyphosis at the apex of the curvature, and declared this instability as a buckling phenomenon. Based on the consideration on the mechanism, we analyzed the buckling phenomena induced by the growth of vertebral bodies using finite-element spine models with rib cage fixing only the sacrum according to linear buckling theory (5) , (6) . The results confirmed that the first to sixth buckling modes are the first side bending, first forward bending, first rotation, second side bending, second forward bending and third side bending modes. These first bending and rotation modes in the spinal column can be corrected by posture changes as a result of action by the supporting muscle system. The second forward bending mode is not recognized as a disorder. The fourth and sixth buckling modes are in accordance with the clinical single and double-major curves, respectively. Considering the absence of any major muscles to correct the second and third bending modes, we concluded that the second and third bending modes in the coronal plane are one of the most likely etiological candidates as mechanics for idiopathic scoliosis. However, the linear buckling theory used for buckling analyses is only valid for infinitesimal deformation. To confirm the existence of buckling modes in balance at deformed states and to check the stability of post-buckling deformation, we need to solve non-linear buckling deformation problems in consideration of large deformation. On the other hand, changes in the coronal and transverse planes produced in the fourth buckling mode of the finite-element spine model differed from changes of idiopathic thoracic scoliosis in balance between left and right side rib cage. Goto et al. (11) investigated the influence of bone modeling on stress condition of the post-buckling spine using the finite-elements method. This computational investigation suggested that scoliotic changes in the spinal column triggered by the buckling phenomenon are counteracted by bone formation following Wolff's law, but worsened by bone resorption following the Hueter-Volkmann law. The authors hypothesized that scoliosis progressed with the Hueter-Volkmann law of loaded bone. However, the stress level of post-buckling spine is uncertain, since the linear buckling theory gives the shape of the buckling mode, but not a magnitude. In this paper, to confirm the existence and stability of scoliotic buckling modes by the growth of vertebral bodies in balance at deformed state and to obtain stress distributions in the post-buckling spine, we developed a program to analyze deformation paths based on the elastic theory considering geometrical non-linearity, then analyzed the deformation path including unstable phenomena. We assumed that growth causes generation of the non-elastic bulk strain. To exclude modes correctable by posture change, we considered constraints at the cervical spine. Geometrical nonlinearity was taken into account using the total Lagrange algorithm. To solve unstable behaviors, the incremental arc-length method was employed. To compute buckling modes, we used both the scaled corrector method and the block Lanczos method, with confirmation by the accordance between these results. Using the developed program, we analyzed deformation histories induced by the growth of vertebral bodies and ob- Vol.3, No.3, 2008 tained deformation histories including buckling phenomena with side bending modes similar to the clinical curves.

Elastic deformation problem by means of non-elastic strain
Growth of vertebrae in the growth period can be considered as increasing mass in the epiphyseal growth plates. To simulate growth phenomena, we will formulate an elastic deformation problem by means of generation of a non-elastic strain by taking into account large deformation theory.
Let Ω 0 ⊂ R 3 and Γ 0 (Ω 0 = Ω 0 ∪ Γ 0 ) be a three-dimensional domain and its boundary of an elastic body of initial position at time t = 0, and X = (X i ) i ∈ Ω 0 be a position of a material point defined in Ω 0 . Let the elastic body deform by generation of a non-elastic strain in accordance with time t ∈ (0, T ) and a material point at X ∈ Ω 0 move to
is not zero). Using the Lagrangian description, let displacement u(X, t) = (u i (X, t)) i and its admissible set U be defined as
Let the non-elastic growth strain be given with the definition of the Green-Lagrange strain
and the bone be the Saint-Venant material defined in terms of the Hooke's law relationship between the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S i j (u) and the elastic part of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor E kl (u) by
where C i jkl ∈ L ∞ Ω 0 is the stiffness tensor, δ i j denotes Kronecker's delta, and the deformation gradient tensor F i j (u) and the tensors of linear form E L i j (u) and the bilinear form E BL i j (u, u) are defined by
In this paper, Einstein summation convention for indices is used. The equilibrium equation given by the velocity of the Cauchy stress can be converted to the weak forms in the total Lagrange description using the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress and the Green-Lagrange strain by multiplying the equilibrium equation with a variational displacement u ∈ U and integrating over Ω 0 and (0, T ) as
where the variatinal terms δ( · ) and derivatives with respect to time( · ) = ∂( · )/∂t are defined by
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As u ∈ U is arbitrary, we setu = 0. By substituting Eqs. from (11) to (14) into Eqs. (8) and (9), we can obtain the weak forms for the finite-element method as
by using definitions as
Nonlinear buckling analysis
Equation ( in which the k-th order polynomial space is included. Let us define an approximation space U h and nodal vector u using nodal displacement
where we have used notations ( · ) a and [ · , · ] for closed sets. Let u h be discretized in time into
where
The non-linear problem given by Eq. (24) can be solved by Newton-Raphson iteration. Introducing index j for the Newton-Raphson iteration,j for the number of final converged iteration, and using notations u
can be computed by relation based on Eq. (16) as
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In this paper, we assume the non-elastic strainĒ ∈ L ∞ Ω 0 3×3
can be written in the form of separation of variables bȳ
and λ ∈ C ([0, T ]) are growth strain mode to yield a basic growth pattern and growth rate to give the magnitude increasing in accordance with time, respectively. Introducing index j for the Newton-Raphson iteration and using notations (24) and (26) can be converted by
In this study, to compute deformation path including buckling phenomena, we employed the incremental arc-length method, in which δu k, j , δλ k, j ( j = 1, 2, · · · ,j) are determined by
where Δl > 0 is a given constant called arc-length. Substituting Eq. (32) into Eq. (35), we have solution for j = 1 as
and quadratic equation for j = 2, 3, · · · ,j as
From the two solutions for δu k, j , δλ k, j , we chose the solution that satisfies Δu k · δu k,1 > 0 for
The buckling point can be defined by the condition that K u
becomes a singular matrix:
At this point, the minimum eigenvalue ω 1 = 0 and eigenmode φ 1 , which is called buckling mode, can be defined by
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Vol. 3, No.3, 2008 By taking the inner product between both parts of Eq. (26) at j =j converted by Eq. (30) and φ 1 , the following relationships hold at the buckling point. To judge buckling points, we employed a method using decomposition of the tangent stiffness matrix K u k, j h = LDL T for j = 1, 2, · · · ,j, in which L and D denote the lower triangular and diagonal matrices (12) , (13) . Using this method, we monitor the number of negative elements in D and identify passing the buckling points when the number changes. When the number change was found at j <j, we shortened the arc-length Δl to accord j withj and reanalyzed the Newton-Raphson iteration. For the analysis of φ 1 , we employed both the scaled corrector method and the block Lanczos method, and confirmation was achieved in accordance with these results by interactive operation.
Finite-element spine column model and growth analysis
For non-linear buckling analysis of the spine, we used a finite-element spine column model as shown in Fig. 1 made by removing the rib cage from the finite-element spine model constructed in the previous paper (6) . The model comprised 59,356 elements and 69,658 nodes, using hexahedral elements in 88.35 %, pentahedral elements in 11.63 % and tetrahedral elements in 0.02 % of the total elements, respectively. Details of specifications are shown in the previous paper (6) .
The growth of vertebral bodies was given by occurring in the sub-domain Ω G = i Ω Gi ⊂ Ω 0 of epiphyseal growth plates Ω Gi in vertebrae i , as shown in Fig. 2 , with non-elastic bulk strain of the growth strain modeĒ 0 (X) = α(X)δ i j i j (X ∈ Ω G ), where δ i j denotes Kronecker's delta showing the bulk strain and α(X) is the distribution of the basic growth strain. We assumed three growth patterns of thoracic, lumbar and all vertebrae, in which α(X) (X ∈ Ω Gi ) is constant in each epiphyseal growth plate of vertebra i and given as Table 1 . For boundary conditions, we assumed that the sacrum is fixed as the base position of deformation. To prevent the generation of controllable modes by posture change, we assumed the following boundary conditions ( 1 ) One of the vertebrae C6, C7 and T1, which locate around the node of the fourth and sixth buckling modes with the single and double-major curves, is restricted to the vertical movement. We assumed that the vertebra is fixed in X 1 and X 3 directions at the center point of front surface and X 1 direction at the center point of the surface.
(
2 ) The open boundaries of C2 to C7 are supported with springs uniformly distributed in the normal direction within the transverse plane retaining the vertical movement as shown in Fig. 1 . During growth deformation, we assumed the directions of the springs remain in the initial directions. Spring factors were decided as the front top of C2 deforms with displacements of 1/2, 1/10 and 1/100 compared to the case of no springs at loading in the side direction, called Spring-2, Spring-10 and Spring-100.
The number of incremental steps was counted about 1,000 times in each growth pattern. Figure 3 shows the result for the thoracic growth pattern when using the boundary condition fixing C7. The deformation path is presented in Figs. 3 (a), (b) and (c) through the movement of the front-center point of T8. The point P 1 on the path was the buckling point of the limit type with forward single-bending modes in the sagittal plane. The point P 2 was the symmetric bifurcation point with right and left side-bending modes of a single curve. Selection of path at bifurcation point depended on numerical error. At the point P 3 , side-bending deformation corresponding to the clinical single curve was maximized on the way from the buckling point at P 2 to the next buckling point at P 4 . Figure 3 (d) shows the deformation at P 3 . The deformation at P 6 was a side bending mode rebounding to the opposite side. Growth rates λ at the characteristic points on the deformation path are shown in Table 2 . The results for the other boundary conditions fixing C6 and T1 were almost the same as Fig. 3 . From the results using the boundary conditions fixing one of the vertebrae C6, C7 and T1, it was suspected that the calculated paths were affected by the boundary conditions. When using the distributed springs, the rebounding phenomena did not appeared. Figures 4 and 5 show results for the thoracic growth pattern when using Spring-2 and Spring-100 respectively. The properties of the points from P 1 to P 4 were the same as Fig. 3 . Growth rates λ at the characteristic points on the deformation paths are shown in Table 2 . observation that no rebounding phenomena appeared when using the distributed springs and there was no difference in pattern between Spring-2, Spring-10 and Spring-100, it was considered that the results when using the distributed springs were less affected by the boundary conditions. Figures 6 and 7 show results for the lumbar and all vertebrae growth patterns when using Spring-100. For the lumbar growth pattern, point P 1 was the symmetric bifurcation point with right and left side-bending modes of double major curves. The point P 2 was the buckling point of the limit type. At the point P 3 , the side-bending deformation corresponding to the clinical double major curves was maximized on the way from the buckling point at P 2 to the next buckling point P 4 . For the all vertebrae growth patterns, the properties of the points P 1 to P 4 were the same as Figs. from 3 to 5. In the all deformation histories, buckling phenomena with side-bending modes corresponding to the clinical single and double major curves were included. However, the magnitudes of deformations were in the sub-millimeter order, that is too small for the etiology of idiopathic scoliosis by itself.
Results of non-linear buckling analysis
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Discussion
Based on the results, we can consider the following questions.
( 1 ) Are the growth rates at P 1 realistic? ( 2 ) Do the side-bending modes at P 3 with single curve and double major curves exist as stable modes?
( 3 ) Why does the side-bending mode for the lumbar growth pattern have double major (14) , growth rates of the thoracic vertebrae in a normal female per month are calculated as Table 3 . Since thicknesses of epiphyseal growth plates are about 12% of the height of each vertebra, growth strain α was 0.10 approximately, and the critical growth rate λ 1 at P 1 was 0.72, growth rate can be estimated at P 1 by 0.12αλ 1 ≈ 0.0086, which determines the amount of growth during 1.5 to 2.3 months. ( 2 ) Considering that the spine is subjected to movement daily, when the growth rate reaches the value at P 2 , that is, under the value at P 1 , we can consider a jump in the postbuckling mode of P 2 due to some exercise. With progress of the growth, deformation leads to the side-bending modes of P 3 that are considered stable due to the obstacle of increasing growth rate λ.
( 3 ) In general, deformation paths depend on boundary conditions. In the case of the lumbar growth pattern, we can consider that the single-bending mode was passed and that the next-bending mode with double major curves occurred.
( 4 ) One of remaining possibilities involves bone remodeling phenomena caused by stresses generated by side-bending deformations at P 3 . The distributions of strain energy density at P 3 are shown in Fig. 8 . The levels of maximum strain energy density were 20, 180 and 60 [MPa] for the thoracic, lumbar and all vertebrae growth patterns, respectively. These remodeling phenomena will be simulated in future work. Other possibilities, such as effect of material non-linearity of intervertebral discs and effect of muscles, should be also considered. Table 3 Growth rate of normal female per month (14) Years old 7 -8 8 -9 9 -10 Thoracic vertebrae [-] 
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Conclusion
This paper investigated buckling phenomena of the spine induced by the growth of vertebral bodies through developing a program to analyze deformation histories considering geometrical non-linearity. To exclude modes correctable by posture change, we used the boundary conditions at the cervical spine restricting one of C6, C7 and T1 to the vertical movement
